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Prepare for takeoff! Jerry Pallotta brings us another high-flying alphabet book with a lot of velocity.

THE JET ALPHABET BOOK propels young minds into the wild blue yonder to fly with Goblins and

Nighthawks while they lock in solid reading skills. Learn that the Flying Falcon, while able to carry

3000 pounds of fuel, can only fly for an hour and a half. The Dream, a Russian jet, is large enough

to carry ten school buses! Zillions of other exciting facts about the jet age zoom across the pages of

this book.
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Jerry Pallotta is an award-winning author of children's alphabet books and imaginative fiction. His

books combine interesting facts, detailed research, humor, and realistic illustrations that mesmerize

children everywhere.

Bought this for an aeronautic-loving 5YO along with an -sold model plane, and though he loved

both, this book had him RIVETED. His mom commented that she was sure this book would be read

until it was tattered, sunburned and hanging together by scotch tape. Totally worth buying for any

kids into planes!



Beautiful illustrations!

Perfect and arrived quickly!

I bought this book for my airplane-aficionado son when he was far too young to appreciate all of the

advanced details about the jets. No problem - it's a great book to go through, looking at the pictures,

and reading just what each letter stands for, starting with "A is for Aerocomet". It was the best

airplane book we've found for little kids. Now that he's five, I'm reading the whole thing, every word.

It stands up better than most to repeated rereadings.

I inititally bought this book for my 2 year old since he is learning his letters. But I just got this book in

the mail, and am so excited about it, it will be great for the older kids as well. (They are all starting to

get interested in fighter jets) It has a lot of different planes in it, and great information about each. It

is very well written. I am getting on here now to order a second book for my nephews in first grade.

Some of the planes it talks about: E-3, F-16, Harrier, KC-10, F-117, SR-71, F-4, F-22, B-2, F-14,

U-2, X-13, and A-10. I have never written a review, that is how much I liked this book.

My two-year old grandson has made this one of his favorite books; he goes to it on his own quite

often.The artwork is terrific and ultra-realistic. Very engaging.

grandkids loved this!

We love all of Pallotta's books. I'm tempted to say the airplane ones are for older kids but I think it is

just interest based. My not-quite 2 and 1/2 yr old learned his alphabet from these books. He loves all

the books about fish.
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